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Trellising Tips 
 

Why Trellis? 

 More efficient use of garden space 

 Cultivate less ground—less upkeep 

 Provide a framework for plant coverings 

 Water more efficiently 

 Create a shade place 

 Increase light and air flow 

 Monitor and manage pests more easily 

 Gain higher yields 

 Produce easy, clean and long-lasting harvests 

 

Materials 
 Framework: wood (no old painted wood), steel fence posts, pipe (metal or PVC), commercial 

products (tomato cages) 

 Supports: twine, netting wire, wire mesh, heavy twine or jute (avoid thin string), rope— ei-

ther nylon or plastic 

 Ties, Clips and Slings:  if needed, use jute cord, plastic ties, wire twist ties, cloth strips 

 Containers:  anything that can be trellised can be containerized 

 

Trellis Designs 
Stakes, tepees, fences, clothesline trellis, cages, A-frames, arches, arbors, 

Espalier frames 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Helping You Put Knowledge to Work 
Cornell Cooperative Extension provides equal program and employment opportunities. NYS College of Agricul-
ture and Life Sciences, NYS College of Human Ecology, and NYS College of Veterinary Medicine at Cornell Univer-
sity, Cooperative Extension associations, county governing bodies, and U.S. Department of Agriculture, cooper-

Tepee Trellis 

A-Frame Trellis Espalier Trellis 
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Vegetables and Fruits 
 Beans:  They’ll twine around anything including 10 foot poles, tepee poles placed 6 inches 

apart around a 3 foot wide circle, fence, and A-frame.  Put trellis in place before planting. 

 Cucumbers:  Best grown on a trellis to avoid diseases.  Use a fence trellis with wire mesh, A-

frame, pipe or wood lattice.  Trellis before planting. 

 Melons:  Start with a sloping 2 x 4 frame with 1 x 2 lattice or 6-inch wire mesh support.  Sup-

port fruit with slings of cheesecloth, panty hose, old sheets, etc. 

 Peas:  A substantial support is needed as standard varieties easily top 6 feet.  Use vertical 

wire fences or vertical or horizontal strung twine, A-frame between two rows, or tepees.  

Plants need to be trained initially. 

 Squash, Gourds and Pumpkins:  All are easily trained up tepees of 2 x 2’s, 8 feet long.  Sup-

port the vines horizontally by wrapping rope around the tepee legs.  Fence trellises can also 

be used.  Use cloth strips to attach vines and sling heavy fruits. 

 Sweet Potatoes:  Use a fence trellis with heavy wire mesh or an A-frame with rope supports 

to hold up the heavy vine and not the crop.  This makes an attractive screen and keeps the 

vines in the air so they can’t root encouraging new fruit, which saps the plant. 

 Tomatoes:  There are many ways to trellis them.  They must be tied to supports.  Use a 2 x 2 

stake, a cylindrical wire cage, various fences (6 foot wood stakes drive between plants in a 

row with twine woven between the stakes on either side of the plants.  Arrange rows north to 

south with stakes driven in at 30 degrees toward the west to protect the hanging fruit. 

 Blackberries:  Trellis to tame the vines to make harvesting easier and to reduce pests.  For 

erect varieties use a clothesline trellis with a wire on either side to hold them in place.  Tie 

canes to the wire or not.  For trailing varieties use a wire mesh fence or a sloping A-frame. 

 Raspberries:  The best design is a V-trellis similar to a clothesline trellis but the two top wires 

are spaced farther apart than the bottom wires.  This allows fruiting canes to be attached to-

wards the outside and 1-year old canes to come up between.  Six foot stakes should be placed 

in pairs, 1 1/2 feet apart at bottom and 3 1/2 feet at top; 4 feet apart.  Wire is strung at 2 1/2 

feet and 5 feet. 

 Grapes:  Use the 4-arm Kniffen system.  Grapes will grow on just about anything. In the wild 

they climb large trees to get their leaves into the sun, but in home plantings you need to rein 

in that vigor by pruning and training the plants to keep them manageable and productive. 

 You can train grapes to grow on an existing arbor, fence, or other structure. If you are starting 

from scratch, a good trellising method is the four-arm Kniffin system (see page 3). 
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Stages in training the young vine to the single trunk, four-arm Kniffin system. 

(1) After pruning the first winter. The single cane is cut back and tied to the lower wire. If the 

cane has grown less than 3 feet during the first summer, it should again be cut back to two buds. 

(2) After pruning the second winter. Two new canes of four or five buds each are tied on the 

bottom wire. A third new cane is tied up to the top wire and cut off. 

(3) After pruning the third winter. Three of the arms (A) and the fruiting canes (B) have been 

formed. A cane (C) with four or five buds is left to establish the fourth arm. 

(4) A fully formed vine after pruning the fourth winter. The arms (A) should be shorter than 

those shown. The vine consists of a single permanent trunk (T), four semi-permanent fruiting 

arms (A), four annual fruiting canes (F), and four renewal spurs (S), with two buds on each. 

 

The four-arm Kniffin system uses a trellis made by stringing two lines of galvanized wire (size 

9, 10, or 11) or monofilament between durable wooden trellis posts set about 24 feet apart. The 

top wire of the trellis should be about 6 feet high and the lower wire about 3 feet high. During 

the first year, follow the recommendations for planting and fertilization given previously. If the 

cane does not reach the top trellis wire in the first year, train it to grow as a single cane the fol-

lowing year until it reaches the top wire. 

 

In early spring of the second year, tie the cane to the top trellis wire and cut it off just above the 

wire. Leave four to six buds in the vicinity of each wire and remove the rest. As new shoots 

begin to grow from the remaining buds, remove any flower clusters that form. 

 

In early spring of the third year before growth starts, select four canes near the top wire and four 

canes near the bottom wire. Remove the rest. Tie one cane going in each direction on both 

wires. Allow these four arms to fruit up to the sixth bud along the arm. Cut the other four canes 

back to a stub containing two buds. These stubs are the “renewal spurs,” which will produce 

fruiting canes next season.  
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 No matter what system you use to support your vines, the principles are the same. There are 

several things to keep in mind: 

 You don’t want the vines to become overgrown. You should have only one or two layers of 

leaves during the growing season. 

 Typically, you should remove 90 percent of the new growth during dormant-season pruning. 

 Grapes bear fruit from buds on one year-old wood that elongate into new shoots. 

 

Ornamental Vines 

 Clematis:  Training the vines onto an arbor with a horizontal support gives the leaves plenty 

of sunlight while keeping the roots cool.  Also, train along fences or up walls. 

 Ivy:  A trellis isn’t necessary, but it can protect damage to the primary surface.  Use a lattice 

design of 1 x 2’s. 

 Honeysuckle:  Sturdy wooden fans and ladders are used, but allow enough space for the larg-

er varieties. 

 Climbing Rose:  They are leaners and not true climbers and can be trained over anything 

from fences to archways.  If trained horizontally they will produce more flowers.  Allow the 

plant to reach desired size and shape, tying stems 2 feet apart. 

 Trumpet Vine:  Train along sturdy wooden or wire trellises.  They need periodic tying to hold 

up their weighty vines. 

 Wisteria:  Give it plenty of room.  Train up pillar or posts and then horizontally along a  

heavy-duty framed canopy.  Manually twist or braid the trunks and tie with a soft cord. 

 

 
 

 

 

Publication may contain pesticide recommendations.  Changes in pesticide regulations occur constantly and hu-

man errors are still possible. Some materials mentioned may no longer be available, and some uses may no longer 

be legal. All pesticides distributed, sold or applied in New York State must be registered with the New York State 

Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC). Questions concerning the legality and/or registration sta-

tus for pesticide use in New York State should be directed to the appropriate Cornell Cooperative Extension Spe-

cialist or your regional NYSDEC office.  Read the label before applying any pesticide. 

 

DISCLAIMER:  Please note that neither Cornell Cooperative Extension of Oneida County nor any representative 

thereof makes any representation of any warranty, express or implied, of any particular result or application of the 

information provided by us or regarding any product. If a product is involved, it is the sole responsibility of the 

User to read and follow all product labeling instructions and to check with the manufacturer or supplier for the 

most recent information. Nothing contained in this information should be interpreted as an express or implied en-

dorsement of any particular product or criticism of unnamed products. With respect to any information on pest 

management, the User is responsible for obtaining the most up-to-date pest management information. The infor-

mation we provide is no substitute for pesticide labeling. The User is solely responsible for reading and following 

the manufacturer’s labeling and instructions. (October 2009) 

 

 

Updated:  2010 

Source:  Adapted from Trellising—How to Grow Climbing Vegetables, Fruits, Flowers, Vines and Trees by Rhon-

da Massingham Hart.  1992.  Storey Communications, Inc. and http://www.gardening.cornell.edu/fruit/

homefruit/4grapes.pdf 


